Introduction
Four photon interactions are caused by the third order nonlinear polarization x^EEE which is the lowest order nonlinear polarization term in isotropic media [1] [2] [3] . Four photon frequency mixing processes may be resonantly enhanced when single frequencies, sum frequencies, or difference frequencies approach a transition frequency from initial state to an excited state [4, 5] . The frequency mixing depends strongly on the phase mismatch between the involved waves [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and optimum conversion efficiency is obtained for perfect phase matching.
In this letter nonresonant, noncollinear phase matched four photon frequency mixing [6, 7] of picosecond light pulses in water is studied. A high conversion efficiency is obtained. The nonlinear susceptibility components are determined.
Theory
Input pulses of frequencies co P and co L generate light at co s = 2co P -co L . The wave vector geometry is seen in fig. 1 . The phase mismatch is defined as Ak = k § + & L -2&p. The electric field ZT L is directed parallel to the y -axis while the electric field is either parallel to the x-axis or to the j-axis.
The noncollinear frequency mixing is described by is the group refractive index at frequency oj y . Depletion of the input pulses is neglected in the mixing process and eq. (3) is only solved for/Tg.
The nonlinear polarization is approximated by the lowest order nonlinear term of isotropic media JPNL = X^iEEE. The symmetry properties of [2, 5] 
In eq. (7) a coordinate transformation of E^ to the x,y, z-frame of Ep is performed. The pump beams cross in the center of the cell due to term (1/2) sin (<p) in eq. (7). t D represents the temporal separation of the input pulses.
The intensity of the generated light signal is obtained from eq. (5) by averaging^ over fast changes in the x direction [15] and by forming the absolute square 7 S = n^ce^\E^\ 2 12. The generated signal energy is calculated by integration over space and time -OO -oo -oo and finally, the energy conversion r? = Wg/^L * s fined as the ratio of generated energy at a> s to input energy at co L . The experimental parameters involved in the calculations are summarized in table 1.
Experiments
The experimental setup is depicted in fig. 1 . A mode locked Nd-phosphate glass laser is used [8] . Single light pulses are selected with an electrooptical switch and increased in energy with an amplifier. The pulses have a duration of At^ » 6 ps (FWHM) and a spectral width of Av L » 10 cm" 1 (FWHM). The second harmonic is generated in a KDP crystal (length 1 cm). The fundamental laser pulse (y^ = 9480 cm -1 ) and the second harmonic (^> = 18 960 cm -1 ) act as (2) The peak intensity of the input pulses at frequency cop is monitored by two-photon transmission measurements through methyliodide ID with photo-cells PD2 and PD3 [9] . The pulse energy at frequency o? L is measured with the calibrated photodetector PD1. The generated light at frequency = 28 440 cm -1 is detected either with an optical multichannel analyser (energy and space resolution) or with a calibrated photodetector.
A X/2 wave plate WP is used to orient E ? parallel to E L (coupling constant Xyyyy)-Without the waveplate, Ep is directed in the *-direction (coupling constant Xyxxy)-Polari 2^1 P establishes perfect polarization of E L in j>-direction.
Results
The angular dependence of the energy conversion T] = X S W L is depicted in fig. 2 The divergence of the generated light in the xzplane was measured with an optical multichannel analyser positioned in the focal plane of lens L5 (see fig. 1 ). A divergence 20g^z = 4.4 X 1(T 4 rad was found.
At large phase mismatch angles \y -<p opt | > 0.5° light of frequency co s is observed at three emission angles. The strongest beam is radiated in the above described direction. The two other beams are due to phase matched interaction of one input pulse with stray light of the other input pulse [12] .
The dependence of the energy conversion on the input peak intensity 7Q P is shown in fig. 3 for various sample lengths. The calculated curves and measured data points are presented for perfect phase matching. At a fixed cell length the energy conversion increases quadratically with/ 0p . At/ 0P = 4 X 10 10 W/cm 2 an energy conversion of T? » 0.07 was obtained in a water cell of 2 cm length (I 0L » 5 X 10 8 W/cm 2 ). For 7 0P > 2 X 10 10 W/cm 2 the four photon interaction is more complex than described by eq. (5): i) The frequency mixing process 2co P -co L -> co s changes over to the parametric interaction process co P + co p -> co L + CJ s where light at frequencies co L and co s is amplified (complete equation system 3 should be solved) [13, 14] . ii) When 7 0L > TQP depletion of the pump pulse at co P has to be taken into account. At 7 0P = 3 X 10 10 W/cm 2 the energy conversion reduced from rt = 0.05 for / 0L « 5 X 10 8 W/cm 2 to 0.035 for I QL 3X10 10 W/cm . For/ 0L > 5X10 10 W/cm z light at frequency CJ l is reduced by generation of broad band picosecond light continua due to parametric four photon interaction [13, 16] .
At a fixed input intensity 7 0P the energy conversion increases quadratically with sample length up to a length of 1 cm. For longer cells the conversion levels down since the spatial overlap of the noncollinear input beams is limited to about 3 cm. For cell lengths longer than 3 cm and optimum overlap in the center of the cell the conversion r? reduces gradually since the input pulse at co L is slightly absorbed in water.
The duration of the generated light at CJ s is determined by the temporal overlap of the input pulses. Calculations of 7 s (f) indicate a pulse duration of A^s ~3.5ps (FWHM).
The spectral width of the generated light was measured with a 0.6 m spectrograph and an optical multichannel analyser. A spectral width of Ai^ ^ 10 cm -1 was found.
The polarization of the output light at co s was analyzed with a polarizer behind the sample. (4)).
The quantitative analysis of the frequency mixing process allows the determination of the nonlinear sus ceptibility tensor x^. In isotropic media the x^-tensor has three independent components Xyyyy» X-yxxy an( * y^yxyx • I n o u r case two frequencies are equal and only two components are independent b §xyx = Ä c = (X$yy -X$xy)l2]. The two com-
ports 4 d >^ '
ing the measured energy conversion with calculation. We found \x$Ly(-<A) S \ co P , co P , -co L )| = (7.5 ± 2) -/3 = are determined by compar-X 10-" Cm/V 3 = (6 ± 1.5) X 10" AD esu (E ? IE L \\y) and \xfxxy(-us> ^p> co P , -CJ L )| = (2.4 ± 0.6) X 10-^4 Cm/V* = (1.9 ± 0.5) X 10" 15 esu (E ? II x, E L \\y). The obtained x^-values are in satisfactory agreement with previously reported nonresonant susceptibility values of water at different frequencies [17] [18] [19] .
